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Absolute Relativity
Mr. Enzo Bonacci (Italy), Honorary Doctor∗
1

SYNTHESIS
The Absolute Relativity is based on two postulates to you apparently obvious, but up to now
disregarded in the physical description:
1) the laws of physics are invariant in all inertial reference frames independently from their
velocity;
2) in Newton’s third law of motion, the action-reaction pair it is not necessarily identified with
cause-effect.
Since its formulation, in far 1905, the Special Relativity principle has never been interpreted in
its fullness, i.e. considering all possible speeds, but limitedly to the condition v<c.
Such assumption does not have any reason to be and Absolute Relativity’s first postulate is just
the indistinguishability among inertial reference frames for any speed from v=0 to v=c.
The dimensional dissimilarity of systems at v=c, evidenced by Lorentz equations with a
standing still time, involves that the interactions developed there do not follow causality.
Those interactions are not confined to irf at v=c only, but, according to AR, they are found also
in systems at v<c, that is for ordinary observers. Hence quantum precausal correlations find an
original and coherent explanation through the rigorous application of relativity. The existence
of interactions free from cause-effect dynamics leads to the reciprocity principle, which
represents Newton third law’s extension where action and reaction are joint.
Overcoming the scheme cause/effect for the benefit of a perfect logic symmetry and temporal
reversibility, the Absolute Relativity seems the missing link to unite Relativity and Quantum
Mechanics.
This theory’s value is not uniquely in the beauty coming from its intrinsic coherence, but also in
the explanation of several phenomena through the helical model for matter, whose stability is
assured by the Minimum Energy Principle.
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INTRODUCTION

Keywords: electromagnetic autointeraction, stationary wave, simultaneous ring, reciprocity, covering.
Abstract:

Causality demands the temporal succession of the events. This principle is considered
inescapable in describing nature, because it is inconceivable a reference system
characterized by atemporality.
Nevertheless, for radiant energy at velocity v=c, Lorentz equations indicate that time
does not flow. For electromagnetic radiations in a Euclidean space are, thus, admissible
interactions devoid of causality.
The SR’s ambit is generally thought v<c, because of the difference between the spacetime of an observer STL (Slower Than Light, i.e. at v<c) and the altered one attributed
to photon, with a standing still time.
The paper proposes to overcome the dimensional prejudice in formulating the relativity
principle which therefore assumes an absoluteness feature, going from v=0 to v=c
without continuity solution.
Based on the Absolute Relativity, the interactions regarding the electromagnetic
radiations at v=c must equally be noticeable in irf (inertial reference frames) at v<c but
there they do not appear subject to the tie of causality by the different temporal frame in
which they are inserted.

(∗) Ph.D. Honoris Causa in Theoretical Physics by Cosmopolitan University
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This AR’s first consequence explains the presence in nature of some acausal phenomena
described by Quantum Mechanics, e.g. the electron preacceleration that is an
acceleration anticipating the moment of the force’s application.
A second consideration inherent to the AR regards the possibility of the electromagnetic
autointeraction, with a wave refolding stationarily along its own ridge, magnetic or
electric, as a simultaneous ring in which the interaction originates between the equal
and opposite circular sectors.
Both these electromagnetic structures would be impossible in STL irf characterized by
the temporal concatenation of the events, because a circular sector covered at a certain
moment would interact with an opposite one created some time after from the same
field in evolution.
The existence of such interactions it is anyway guaranteed by the Absolute Relativity
principle, through which what happens in an inertial reference frame must be
indistinguishably found in whichever other irf.
The autointeracting simultaneous rings that arise in SOL irf (at Speed Of Light, i.e. at
v=c) are described in STL irf through mass, charge and spin. Such intrinsic quantities of
particles serve in order to justify the loss of acausality in the passage from SOL irf to
those STL, similarly to the apparent forces which justify the loss of inertia in
accelerated reference systems.
If to close the ring it is the electric field, that is E acting in the ring’s circle (while it
turns out B⊥E and therefore B is perpendicular to the same ring, being not involved in
any interaction), we will define ΩE such structure. Well, in a STL irf the ring ΩE,
simultaneous in SOL sri, it is surely developed in the time and can extend in motion
also in the space, like a ring (rest mass, just hypothetical because lacking of spin) or a
helix (moving mass).
In the electromagnetic perturbation’s winding on its own, the equatorial electric field is
interpretable as electric charge, while the axial magnetic moment is identified as spin.
The magnetic monopoles absence in nature it is a consequence of the magnetic field’s
extreme weakness (3x108 times medium inferior to that electric according to E=cB) in
closing the ΩB ring.
In the rather improbable case that a wave succeeds to refold itself along the own
magnetic ridge, the resulting mass would have an equatorial magnetic field,
interpretable as magnetic charge, and an axial electric moment identifiable with the
electric spin.
The helical model developed within the AR allows models able to describe the matter
better than the undulatory and particle extremes between which it dualistically seems to
oscillate, since it coherently explains:
1) the nature of charge, electric or magnetic according to the type of field engaged in
the closing of the ring (E or B) and more or less intense in accord with the shape
assumed by the stationary wave, i.e. based on the number of wavelengths λ distributed
along the circumference (even, in order to enable the autointeraction);
2) the quantization of charge, the possible stationary wave’s profiles being discreet and
not continuous;
3) the independence of charge from the mass it is associated with, being the shape of
the stationary wave independent from its radius;
4) the conservation of charge, from the impossibility to change the shape assumed by
the stationary wave without losing the particle’s identity;
5) the quantization of the masses at rest, whose classical radius coincides with the
quantized one of the stationary waves on equal wavelength λ;
6) the neutrality of some particles, turning out of complex structures in which an even
number of stationary waves expressing equal and opposite charges they are arranged
alternated and concentrically; an example is the neutron, with the electron inner
stationary wave that interacts with the proton external one by annulling its electric field;
7) the essence of spin, magnetic or electric, as result of the perpendicular field to that
one engaged in the closing of the ring (E or B);
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8) the mechanism of exchange between mass and radiant energy, with the helix pitch
increasing and lessening;
9) the speed c unreachability for the mass, from condition vx<vt in the helical motion;
10) the inadmissibility of immobile mass, based on the conservation of the spin.
The helix pattern, consistent with the geometric description of the particle’s momentum
state and in particular of the zitterbewegung, can be reiterated ad infinitum according to
the covering hypothesis: every time the energy amount exceeds a certain threshold, the
helix interacts with its own to form one new helical structure in which the initial one
behaves as a wrapped thread to spiral.
Based on the covering hypothesis as well, the same radiant energy that in our scheme is
the fundamental constituent of departure, could in its turn be the result of a potentially
limitless number of successive twisting by fields of force unknown but surely FTL
(Faster Than Light, i.e. at v>c) for the inequality between the speed of the helix pitch
and the tangential velocity, which manifest as electromagnetic field at our observation
level.
Considering valid also the negative solutions of Maxwell’s equations, for each
electromagnetic field developing along the time’s arrow, there must exist an equal and
temporarily opposite one, emitted from the same source and assuming invariant,
regarding time, the tendency to pass from radiant energy to the helical structure, we find
the formation of ordinary matter at expense of the antimatter with pasting time.
Such violation of CP symmetry is perfectly reversible, so that, going backwards in time
to a remote past the percentage of antimatter should prevail on the ordinary matter’s.
The violation of causality in nature consents the passage from the action-reaction
principle to that one of reciprocity so that, as an example, the General Relativity
assertion: «mass generates the space-time curvature» around, can be reversed in the
symmetrical: «the space-time curvature generates the mass». The matter itself, like both
radiation and mass, it would be just a ripple in the continuum and not necessarily the
cause of space-time deformations.
Furthermore, the reciprocity involves an esadimensional continuum, that is a (3,3)
space-time which describes nature through an only one 6x6 source tensor.
Therefore Absolute Relativity represents a connection between Quantum Theory and
Einstein’s Relativity, constituting also a landing point for the dream of a unitary
description of the existing.
The helix, cross-sectional scheme to the scientific disciplines, it plays a key role in the
human experience rising to universal archetype and offering the possibility that the
electromagnetic field, or even a unique field, is it that EM or a primordial FTL that has
generated it for covering, it forms the entire cosmos by pirouetting.
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3

DEFINITIONS

3.1

Let inertia be the condition of immobility or uniform rectilinear motion.

3.2

Let interaction be any not inertial condition.

3.3

Denote irf the acronym for inertial reference frame.

3.4

Denote EM the acronym for electromagnetic.

3.5

Denote AR the acronym for Absolute Relativity.

3.6

Denote UHM the acronym for Uniform Helical Motion, i.e. the constant-pitch cylindrical helix.

3.7

Let pe be the helix constant pitch in the UHM.

3.8

Let vx be the helix advancing velocity in the UHM.

3.9

Let re be the helix radius in the UHM.

3.10

Let vt be the helix tangential velocity in the UHM.

3.11

Let ae be the helix centrifugal acceleration in the UHM.

3.12

Let c be the speed of light in vacuo.

3.13

Denote STL the acronym for Slower Than Light, i.e. at v<c.

3.14

Denote SOL the acronym for Speed Of Light, i.e. at v=c.

3.15

Denote FTL the acronym for Faster Than Light, i.e. at v>c.

3.16

Denote ZBW the acronym for zitterbewegung, i.e. the helical or circular motion of elementary
particles.

3.17

Let matter be everything but vacuum.

3.18

Let mass be the matter at v<c.

3.19

Let electromagnetic wave be the matter at v=c, γ being the symbol of photon.

3.20

Denote ΩE the EM wave stationarily folded as a ring, by electric autointeraction, in SOL irf.

3.21

Let electromass be the temporal development, circular or helical, of ΩE in STL irf.

3.22

Let electric charge qE and magnetic spin sB be the quantities characterizing the electroparticles.

3.23

Denote ΩB the EM wave stationarily folded as ring, by magnetic autointeraction, in SOL irf.

3.24

Let magnetomass be the temporal development, circular o helical, of ΩB in STL irf.

3.25

Let magnetic charge qB and electric spin sE be the quantities characterizing the
magnetoparticles.

3.26

Let covering bet the helical model iterating when certain energetic thresholds are overcome.

3.27

Let reciprocity be the acausal extension of the action-reaction principle.

3.28

Denote Ψ=u+iv the wave-function in the complex plane (u,v); being Ψ=eiP·x / ħ the particle’s
momentum state.

3.29

Denote Gµν=kTµν the Einstein’s field equations.
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HYPOTHESES

4.1

Causality demands the temporal succession between the events.
Explanation. According to the logical point of view, causes must precede their effects.

4.2

Reciprocity is the acausal extension of Newton’s third law with action and reaction joint.
Expl. The reciprocity hypothesis allows a physical description free from the binomial causeeffect for the benefit of a perfect logical symmetry and temporal reversibility; the principle
expresses the invariance, in physical description, following the substitution between subject
(cause) and direct object (effect) within a well-formulated proposition.

4.3

Inertial reference frames are indistinguishable independently from the speed, included v=c.
Expl. It is the hypothesis of absolute relativity, independently from eventual logical paradoxes.

4.4

In a Euclidean space-time any inertial reference frame is subject to Lorentz equations.
Expl. According to Special Relativity.

4.5

In a Euclidean space-time for an inertial reference frame at v=c the events are simultaneous.
Expl. According to Hypothesis 4.4, by Lorentz equations at v=c the time stands still (∆t=∞).

4.6

For the interactions in an inertial reference frame at v=c the causality principle is not valid.
Expl. By Hypotheses 4.1 and 4.5, atemporal interactions are necessarily acausal.

4.7

In a Euclidean space-time the electromagnetic field is described through Maxwell equations.
Expl. Classic model of electromagnetic wave with E⊥B and c=E/B. The polarized scheme:
B
E

c=E/B
λ

4.8

The Uniform Helical Motion is a constant-pitch cylindrical helix.
Expl. The quantities describing the UHM are:
re=helix radius
pe=helix pitch
vt=tangential speed of the spiral
vx=helix speed of advance
ae=helix centrifugal acceleration

re
vx
Axis x of advance

Relation between the velocities:
vt=vx*[1+(2πre /pe)2]^(1/2) , thus vt>vx
Relation radius-pitch:
re=(pe /2π)*[(vt /vx)2−1]^(1/2)

vt
pe

Centrifugal acceleration:
ae=(2π /pe)2*re*vx2
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4.9

The EM wave can close to simultaneous ring ΩE by electric autointeraction.
Expl. EM wave stationarily closed on itself, through the electric field, by a whole number of
wavelengths λ. For an observer at v=c such ring ΩE it is simultaneous. The interaction
originates between opposite circular sectors, i.e. between equal and opposite portions of electric
field, and it is indicated with the thick dotted blue double arrow:

Simultaneous ring ΩE
Stationary wave ΩE

4.9.1 The ring ΩE with even number of wavelengths λ it is stable.
Expl. The even number of wavelengths allows equal and opposite circular sectors, which are
mutually compensated, supplying a result smaller than the single interacting portions of wave.
Inside the ring ΩE the electric field’s strength it is therefore inferior regarding the
circumference and the same consequently happens to the field’s energy (proportional to field
intensity’s square). At the centre of the ring, field and energy are annulled. Such structure is
stable by the Minimum Energy Principle. In the diagram there is the representation of what
happens in ΩE and the rectified outline:
E1
B

A

A

B

Lessening:
E1+E2<E1

C

Cancellation:
E1+E2=0
C

D

C

D

Lessening:
E1+E2<E2

A

E2

4.9.2 The ring ΩE with odd number of wavelengths λ it is unstable.
Expl. The odd number of wavelengths allows equal and equiversal circular sectors, which are
mutually amplified, supplying a result greater than the single interacting portions of wave.
Inside the ring ΩE the electric field’s strength it is therefore greater regarding the circumference
and the same consequently happens to the field’s energy (proportional to field intensity’s
square). At the centre of the ring, field and energy are maximum. Such structure is unstable by
the Minimum Energy Principle. In the diagram there is the representation of what happens in
ΩE and the rectified outline:
E1
B

A

C

A

B

C

D

Maximum:
E1+E2=Emax

F

Increase:
E1+E2>E2

E2
D

E

Increase:
E1+E2>E1

D

E
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F

A

4.10

The EM wave can close to simultaneous ring ΩB by magnetic autointeraction.
Expl. EM wave stationarily closed on itself, through the magnetic field, by a whole number of
wavelengths λ. For an observer at v=c such ring ΩB it is simultaneous. The interaction
originates between opposite circular sectors, i.e. between equal and opposite portions of
magnetic field, and it is indicated with the thin dotted red double arrow:

Simultaneous ring ΩB
Stationary wave ΩB

4.10.1 The ring ΩB with even number of wavelengths λ it is stable.
Expl. Similarly to Hypothesis 4.9.1, the even number of wavelengths allows equal and opposite
circular sectors, which are mutually compensated, supplying a result smaller than the single
interacting portions of wave. Inside the ring ΩB the magnetic field’s strength it is therefore
inferior regarding the circumference and the same consequently happens to the field’s energy
(proportional to field intensity’s square). At the centre of the ring, field and energy are annulled.
Such structure is stable by the Minimum Energy Principle.
4.10.2 The ring ΩB with odd number of wavelengths λ it is unstable.
Expl. Similarly to Hypothesis 4.9.2, the odd number of wavelengths allows equal and to
equiversal circular sectors, which are mutually amplified, supplying a result greater than the
single interacting portions of wave. Inside the ring ΩB the magnetic field’s strength it is
therefore greater regarding the circumference and the same consequently happens to the field’s
energy (proportional to field intensity’s square). At the centre of the ring, field and energy are
maximum. Such structure is unstable by the Minimum Energy Principle.
4.11

The electric ring ΩE prevails on the magnetic one ΩB by the factor c=3x108.
Expl. The EM wave’s force of closing on its own it depends on the nature of the autointeracting
field, both the electric force FE and the magnetic one FB being proportional to the respective
fields E and B. Since medium E/B=c, the electric field E it is 3x108 times more intense than
magnetic induction field B; consequently the formation of the ring ΩE is 3x108 times more
probable than that one of the ring ΩB, i.e. the electrically originated ring ΩE is 3x108 times more
stable than that one magnetically originated ΩB :
The very intense
electric field E
involves a more
probable/stable
autointeraction

Ring ΩE is 3x108 more
probable/stable of the Ring ΩB
because the electric closing
force FE is c times stronger than
the magnetic closing one FB
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The little intense
magnetic field B
involves a less
probable/stable
autointeraction

4.12

Quantization of the ΩE and ΩB rings’ radius on equal wavelength for an observer at v=c.
Expl. The rings ΩE and ΩB are EM waves closing on themselves, whose circumference must
have an even multiple of the wavelength according to Hypotheses 4.9.1 and 4.10.1. In fact, to
the quantization due to stationarity, i.e. 2π rn=nλ , it must be added the autoattraction tie
between identical and opposite circular sectors distributed along the circumference, by which
the number of the wavelengths must be even: 2π rn=2nλ . We get the quantized radius from
such relation: rn=nλ/π, being n∈Z+.
4.12.1 Quantization of the ΩE ring’s radius.

r1=λ/π

r2=2λ/π

r3=2λ/π

r4=4λ/π

4.12.2 Quantization of the hypothetical ΩB ring’s radius.

r1=λ/π

r2=2λ/π

r3=2λ/π
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r4=4λ/π

4.13

The ΩE ring emits a radial electric field and an axial magnetic field.
Expl. For an observer at v=c the simultaneous stationary wave is characterized by two fields
E⊥B. The electric autoattraction makes E coplanar, so that B is perpendicular to the disc where
interaction develops. If such wave were linearly rectified it would be polarized.
E
B

The field E is positive or negative:

4.14

E−

B

B

Positive ring ΩE+

Negative ring ΩE−

The ΩB ring emits a radial magnetic field and an axial electric field.
Expl. For an observer at v=c the simultaneous stationary wave is characterized by two fields
E⊥B. The magnetic autoattraction would make B coplanar, so that E would be perpendicular to
the disc where interaction develops. If such wave were linearly rectified it would be polarized.

E

The field B is positive or negative:

B−

B+

B

4.15

E+

E

E

Positive ring ΩB+

Negative ring ΩB−

ΩE and ΩB rings’ radial fields depend on stationary wave’s shape only.
Expl. The radial field’s intensity is proportional to the number of wavelengths on the
circumference, i.e. it only depends on the profile of the stationary wave that generates the
simultaneous ring.
Field E1

E2

E3

Field B1

B2

B3
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4.16

Originated by concentrical stationary waves with the same shape, opposite fields cancel out.
Expl. By Hypothesis 4.15, stationary waves with the same profile they emit same intensity
fields; if two fields are opposite then their result is null.
4.16.1 Examples of neutralization for the radial electric field.

+

=

Field E1

Field −E1

Null field (E1−E1=0)

+

=

Field E2

Field −E2

Null field (E2−E2=0)

4.16.2 Examples of neutralization for the radial magnetic field.

+

=

Field B1

Field −B1

Null field (B1−B1=0)

+

=

Field B2

Field −B2

Null field (B2−B2=0)
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On equal shape, the radius rn of the ring and its wavelength λ they are proportional.
Expl. By Hypothesis 4.12, rn=(n/π)*λ, being n∈Z+.

4.17

0

λ1

λ2

λ3
Field E1

1st ring ΩE1

2nd ring ΩE1

3rd ring ΩE1

Field E2

1st ring ΩE2

2nd ring ΩE2

3rd ring ΩE2

Field B1

1st ring ΩB1

2nd ring ΩB1

3rd ring ΩB1

Field B2

1st ring ΩB2

2nd ring ΩB2

3rd ring ΩB2
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λ increasing
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PROPOSITIONS

5.1

The acasual interactions developed in SOL irf they have correspondings in STL irf.
Explanation. By Hypothesis 4.3, otherwise there would be a distinction between the irf at v=c,
where such interactions are possible, and those at inferior speed or at rest where they seem
paradoxical.

5.2

The autointeracting electric ring ΩE it generates the electroparticles in STL irf.
Expl. The autointeracting electric ring ΩE at v=c it is possible because simultaneous.
In any inertial reference at v<c such structure extends along time (circular trajectory covered in
successive moments) or also in space (helical trajectory covered in successive moments)
generating mass, both at rest and in motion, with electric charge qE and magnetic spin sB. The
generation of such electroparticles is following:
5.2.1

Hypothetical generation of electrically charged rest mass.

In SOL irf:

In STL irf:

In STL irf:

Hypothetical mass at rest
with electric charge qE
but without spin (sB=0).
Instantaneous ring ΩB

5.2.2

Circular trajectory

Generation of electrically charged moving mass.

In SOL irf:

In STL irf:

In STL irf:
sB

Quasi-instantaneous ring ΩE
(the discrepancy with the ring
is infinitesimal, the closing
is almost perfect).

Helical trajectory
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Moving mass,
with electric charge qE
and magnetic spin sB in
the advancing direction.

5.3

The autointeracting magnetic ring ΩB would generate the magnetoparticles in STL irf.
Expl. The autointeracting magnetic ring ΩB at v=c it is possible because simultaneous, but its
constitution is a three hundred million times less probable/stable than ΩE according to
Hypothesis 4.11. In any inertial reference at v<c such structure would extend along time
(circular trajectory covered in successive moments) or also in space (helical trajectory covered
in successive moments) generating mass, both at rest and in motion, with magnetic charge qB
and electric spin sE. The generation of such magnetoparticles is following:
5.3.1

Hypothetical generation of magnetically charged rest mass.

In SOL irf:

In STL irf:

In STL irf:

Hypothetical mass at rest
with magnetic charge qB
but without spin (sE=0).
Instantaneous ring ΩB

5.3.2

Circular trajectory

Generation of magnetically charged moving mass.

In SOL irf:

In STL irf:

In STL irf:
sE

Quasi-instantaneous ring ΩB
(the discrepancy with the ring
is infinitesimal, the closing
is almost perfect).

Helical trajectory
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Moving mass,
with electric charge qB
and magnetic spin sE in
the advancing direction.

5.4

The rest mass is impossible, since immobility would violate the spin conservation.
Expl. By Props. 5.2 and 5.3, the spin of the electromagnetic helix arises in its direction of
motion. In movement absence the fields developed perpendicularly to the ring’s two faces are
perfectly balanced, carrying to a null result that is a non-existent spin, in contradiction with the
conservation of sB and sE.
Impossible electromass at rest:

E

sB − sB=0

sB

B

− sB
Impossible magnetomass at rest:
E
sE − sE=0

sE

B

− sE

5.5

The electric charge qE and the hypothetical magnetic monopole qB they are quantized.
Expl. By Hypothesis 4.15, the charge associated with the particle is proportional to the radial
field, whose intensity depends on stationary wave’s shape only. Since the wave’s profile is not
continuous but discreet, also the charge is quantized, both the real electric one and the
hypothetical magnetic one.
Charge 4
Charge 3
Charge 2
Charge 1

Profile 1

5.6

Profile 2

Profile 3

Profile 4

The electric charge is 3x108 times more probable/stable than the magnetic charge.
Expl. By Hypothesis 4.11, because ring ΩE is c times more probable/stable than ring ΩB.

sB

t0

t1

Real electroparticle qE is 3x108
times more probable/stable than
the hypothetical magnetoparticle qB

t2

sE

t0
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t1

t2

5.7

In STL irf the ring ΩE+ is an electric positive charge with magnetic spin.
Expl. The ring ΩE+ in SOL irf it is a space-time extended helix in STL irf:
Field: E+

Fields:

E0+

E2+

E4+

E6+

E8+

E10+

B

sB

Field: E+

Time:

5.8

E1+

Fields:
t0

t1

E3+
t2 t3

E5+
t4 t5

E7+
t6 t7

E9+
t8 t9 t10

In STL irf the ring ΩE− is an electric negative charge with magnetic spin.
Expl. The ring ΩE− in SOL irf it is a space-time extended helix in STL irf:
Field: E−

Fields:

E0−

E2−

E4−

E6−

E8−

E10−

B

sB

Field: E−

E1−

Fields:
Time:

t0
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t1

E3−
t2 t3

E5−
t4 t5

E7−
t6 t7

E9−
t8 t9 t10

5.9

In STL irf the hypothetical ring ΩB+ is a magnetic positive monopole with electric spin.
Expl. The ring ΩB+ in SOL irf it is a space-time extended helix in STL irf:
Field: B

Fields: B0+

+

B 2+

B4+

B6+

B 8+

B10+

E

sE

Field: B+

5.10

Fields:

B 1+

Time: t0

t1

B 3+
t2 t3

B5+
t4 t5

B 7+
t6 t7

B 9+
t8

t9

t10

In STL irf the hypothetical ring ΩB− is a magnetic negative monopole with electric spin.
Expl. The ring ΩB− in SOL irf it is a space-time extended helix in STL irf:
Field: B−

Fields: B0−

B2−

B4−

B6−

B8−

B10−

E

sE

Field: B−

Fields:

B1−

Time: t0

t1

B3−
t2 t3
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B5−
t4 t5

B7−
t6 t7

B9−
t8

t9

t10

5.11

The helical model effectively describes the relations between velocity and radius of particles.
Expl. According to Hypothesis 4.8, by applying the UHM quantities to the particle’s model:
rp=re=radius of the particle, i.e. of the helix
pe=pitch of the helix associated with the particle
vt=c=tangential speed of the spiral
rp
vp=vx=advancing velocity of the particle
ae=helix centrifugal acceleration

Electroparticle

Magnetoparticle

vp

vp

Velocity of the particle:
vp=c/[1+(2πrp /pe)2]^(1/2) , thus vp<c
Radius of the particle:
rp=(pe /2π)*[(c/vp)2−1]^(1/2)
Centrifugal acceleration:
ae=(2π/pe)2*rp*vp2

5.12

c
c
pe
Let us notice how the electromagnetic helix (mass) it always advances
slower than the linear wave (energy) generating it: vp<c.

The helical model effectively describes the energy exchanges in particle-photon interaction.
Expl. By Prop. 5.11, there is a relationship between the pitch of helix associated with the
particle and its advancing velocity: vp=vp(pe). By Special Relativity, there is a bond between the
energy of the particle and its speed: E=E(vp). By solving the system of equations and after
eliminating vp we get: E=E(pe).
The relations are vp=c/[1+(2πrp /pe)2]^(1/2) and E=E0 /[1+(vp /c)2]^(1/2).
Denote ∆=E−E0 , the difference between the particle’s effective energy and its value at rest, by
calculations we get: pe2=(2πrp /E0)2*∆2+(8π2rp2 /E0)*∆. Thus, there is a quasi-linear link
between the energetic increase and the particle’s pitch increase: pe α ∆.
5.12.1 Electroparticle-photon energetic exchanges.
Decelerated electroparticle

sB

+γ1

Accelerated electroparticle

−γγ1

−γγ2

5.12.2 Hypothetical magnetoparticle-photon energetic exchanges.
Decelerated magnetoparticle

sE

+γ1

Accelerated magnetoparticle
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−γγ1

−γγ2

5.13

Quantization of the electroparticle’s radius on equal wavelength for a STL observer.
Expl. By Hypothesis 4.12, the stable stationary waves have an even number of wavelengths:
2π rn=2nλ . The stationary waves’ quantized radius corresponds to the particles’: rp=rn=nλ/π ,
being n∈Z+.
In SOL irf:

In SOL irf:

r1

r1=λ/π

In STL irf:

sB

1st ring

1st Electroparticle

r2
sB

2nd ring

2nd Electroparticle

r2=2λ/π

r3
sB

3rd ring

3rd Electroparticle

r3=3λ/π

r4

sB

4th ring
r4=4λ/π
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4th Electroparticle

5.14

Quantization of the magnetoparticle’s radius on equal wavelength for a STL observer.
Expl. By Hypothesis 4.12, the stable stationary waves have an even number of wavelengths:
2π rn=2nλ . The stationary waves’ quantized radius corresponds to the particles’: rp=rn=nλ/π ,
being n∈Z+.
In SOL irf:

In SOL irf:

In STL irf:

r1

r1=λ/π

sE

1st ring

1st Magnetoparticle

r2
sE

2nd ring

2nd Magnetoparticle

r2=2λ/π

r3
sE

3rd ring

3rd Magnetoparticle

r3=3λ/π

r4
sE

4th ring
r4=4λ/π
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4th Magnetoparticle

5.15

The helical model is consistent with the particle wave function.
Expl. Denote Ψ=u+iv the wave function of a particle in the complex plane (u,v).
The particle’s momentum state Ψ=eiP·x/ħ it is described just by a helix in the real direction x.
u

Complex plane
of Ψ=u+iv
MOMENTUM STATE

v

x

ELECTROPARTICLE

sB
MAGNETOPARTICLE
(HYPOTHETICAL)

sE
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5.16

The helical model is consistent with a particle’s helicity.
Expl. Helicity is determined by momentum and spin orientation of a particle; the helical model
provides a geometric explanation based on chirality for the helicity’s positive or negative sign.
Right-handed spin:

Electroparticle with positive helicity:

s+

Left-handed spin:

sB

Electroparticle with negative helicity:

s−

5.17

Magnetoparticle with positive helicity:

sE

Magnetoparticle with negative helicity:

sB

sE

The helical model is consistent with a particle’s ZBW.
Expl. Spin is the result of the zigzag associated with different inclinations of the helix spirals.
Zitterbewegung:

Zigzag oriented spin:

Resulting spin:

sB

sE
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5.18

Origin of the wave-particle duality for a STL observer.
Expl. The helical model is intermediate between the undulatory and the particle one, by
manifesting features now like one now like the other according to experimental conditions.
5.18.1 Electric charge with magnetic spin.
sB

WAVE

HELIX

sB

ROTATING SPHERE

5.18.2 Hypothetical magnetic charge with electric spin.
sE

sE

WAVE

5.19

HELIX

The principle of reciprocity explains matter as space-time’s ripple.
Expl. By Hypothesis 4.2, action and reaction they are joint. Hence, Einstein’s field equations
Gµν=kTµν can be interpreted both in the conventional direction:
Tµν ⇒ Gµν (the presence of matter generates a space-time curvature),
and in the reversal: Gµν ⇒ Tµν (the space-time curvature generates a presence of matter).
Thus there is not anymore a cause (the source tensor Tµν ) and an effect (the Einstein tensor
Gµν), but the two entities are interchangeable in physical description.

m

Tµν ⇒ Gµν

5.20

ROTATING SPHERE

Since 1916, in GR has been
considered the scenery on the
left only, with energy tensor
causing the geometrical one.
Reciprocity permits the opposite
scenery, on the right, with
mass and energy geometrically
interpretable as space-time
ripples.

m

Gµν ⇒ Tµν

The principle of reciprocity explains the space-time’s esadimensionality (3,3) and requires a
source tensor 6x6.
Expl. By Hypothesis 4.2, in a Euclidean space-time (flat) the Fitzgerald contraction must be
interpretable both in the conventional direction:
0<v<c ⇒ ∆x<∆x0 (the speed of the body generates the length’s contraction in the movement
direction), and in the reversal:
∆x<∆x0 ⇒ 0<v<c (the length’s contraction in a certain direction generates the speed of the
body). Similarly, based on reciprocity and time’s tridimensionality, in a Euclidean space-time
(flat) the time dilation can be read both in the conventional direction:
0<v<c ⇒ ∆t>∆t0 (the speed of the body generates the time dilation in the movement direction),
and in the reversal:
∆t<∆t0 ⇒ 0<v<c (the time dilation in a certain direction generates the speed of the body).
If time were not three-dimensional, the second interpretation would not be possible; in fact,
without a direction identifying ∆t, a temporal dilation could not be associated with a specific
vector velocity v.
In a 6d space-time, the source tensor Tµν must be esadimensional as well, i.e. µ,ν=1,2,3,4,5,6.
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Origin of the electric charge conservation and of mass stability.
Expl. The invariance of both the dimension of the particle, from a quantized radius to the
successive, and of its radial shape, from a profile to the successive, it is due to the stationarity of
the wave generating the ring ΩE.

5.21

5.21.1 Invariant shape, i.e. conservation of electric charge.
Profile 4
Profile 3
Profile 2
Profile 1

NO

NO

NO

5.21.2 Invariant radius, i.e. electromass stability.
r4
r3
r2
r1
NO

NO

NO

5.21.3 Invariant electroparticle’s dimensions.
m4
m3
m2
m1

NO

NO

NO
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5.22

Origin of the magnetic charge conservation and of mass stability.
Expl. The invariance of both the dimension of the particle, from a quantized radius to the
successive, and of its radial shape, from a profile to the successive, it is due to the stationarity of
the wave generating the ring ΩB.
5.22.1 Invariant shape, i.e. conservation of magnetic charge.
Profile 4
Profile 3
Profile 2
Profile 1

NO

NO

NO

5.22.2 Invariant radius, i.e. magnetomass stability.
r4
r3
r2
r1
NO

NO

NO

5.22.3 Invariant magnetoparticle’s dimensions.
m4
m3
m2
m1

NO

NO

NO
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5.23

The same charge can be associated with different masses.
Expl. The total charge depends on the radial field, which depends on the shape of the stationary
wave that generates the simultaneous ring according to Hypothesis 4.15.
λ1

λ2

λ3

λ increasing

0

Electric charge qE1

1st electromass

2nd electromass

3rd electromass

Electric charge qE2

1st electromass

2nd electromass

3rd electromass

Magnetic charge qB1

1st magnetomass

2nd electromass

3rd electromass

Magnetic charge qB2

1st magnetomass

2nd electromass
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3rd electromass

5.24

Opposite fields originated from concentrical stationary waves with same shape they cancel out.
Expl. By Prop. 5.23 and by Hypothesis 4.15, the total charge depends on the radial field, which
depends on the stationary wave’s profile only.
5.24.1 Examples of radial electric field’s neutralization.

+

=

Field E1
Field −E1

+

Null field (E1−E1=0)

Neutral electroparticle

Null field (E2−E2=0)

Neutral electroparticle

=

Field E2
Field −E2

5.24.2 Examples of radial magnetic field’s neutralization.

+

=

Field B1
Field −B1

+

Null field (B1−B1=0)

Neutral magnetoparticle

Null field (B2−B2=0)

Neutral magnetoparticle

=

Field B2
Field −B2
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6
6.1

6.2
6.3

6.4
6.5
6.6

6.7
6.8
6.9

6.10
6.11
6.12
6.13

6.14

6.15
6.16

6.17

THESES
The AR explains the acausal correlations.
Explanation. By Prop. 5.1, the atemporal interactions in SOL irf they have acausal
correspondings in STL irf.
The AR explains the origin of mass.
Expl. By Props. 5.2 and 5.3, the analytic model of the EM helix describes all the mass features.
The AR explains the origin of charge and spin.
Expl. By Props. 5.2, 5.3, 5.5÷5.10, the charge can be electric or magnetic according to the field
engaged in closing the ring (E or B) and it is more or less intense according to the shape
assumed by the stationary wave, i.e. according to the number of wavelengths λ distributed
along the circumference (even, in order to permit the autointeraction). The spin is resulting
from the field not involved in closing the ring and perpendicular to it and its direction coincides
with the helix advancing axis.
The AR explains the unreachability of the condition at rest for the mass.
Expl. By Prop. 5.4, an immobile mass would be without spin, so violating the conservation law.
The AR explains the charge quantization.
Expl. By Prop. 5.5, the possible stationary wave’s profiles being discreet and not continuous.
The AR explains the magnetic monopoles absence.
Expl. By Prop. 5.6, it is a consequence of magnetic field’s extreme weakness as closing force
of the ring ΩB (3x108 times inferior than the electric one according to E=cB).
The AR explains the unreachability of the velocity c for the mass.
Expl. By Prop. 5.11, according to the condition vx<vt in the helical motion.
The AR explains the exchange mechanism between mass and radiant energy.
Expl. By Prop. 5.12, through the quasi-linear relation between helix pitch and particle’s energy.
The AR explains the quantization of stable masses.
Expl. By Props. 5.13 and 5.14, the particle’s classic radius coincides with the quantized one of
the stationary waves on equal wavelength λ.
The AR explains the geometrical aspects of the spinorial model.
Expl. By Props. 5.15÷5.17, the helical model explains momentum state, helicity and ZBW.
The AR explains the wave-particle duality.
Expl. By Prop. 5.18, the helix being intermediate between a wave and a rotating sphere.
The AR provides a merely geometrical interpretation of the material reality.
Expl. By Prop. 5.19, mass and energy are interpretable as space-time ripples.
The AR proves the esadimensional space-time (3,3) and source tensor Tµν with µ,ν =1,2,...,6.
Expl. By Prop. 5.20, space and time must be each tridimensional so that their continuum is sixdimensional; consequently the source tensor Tµν must be esadimensional as well.
The AR explains the charge conservation and the mass stability.
Expl. By Props. 5.21 and 5.22, the particle’s identity is assured by the stationary wave’s
invariant shape.
The AR explains the independence of charge from the mass it is associated with.
Expl. By Prop. 5.23, the stationary wave’s profile being independent from the radius.
The AR explains the neutrality of some particles.
Expl. By Prop. 5.24, neutrality comes from complex structures, whose wavelengths’ even
number expresses equal and opposite charges arranged in an alternated and concentrical way.
The AR is a link between Einstein’s Relativity and Quantum Theory.
Expl. By Theses 6.1÷6.16, the AR provides a coherent quantum description starting from
relativistic presuppositions.
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7

CONJECTURES

7.1

The helical pattern could be recursive according to the energy supplied to the system.
Explanation. It is the conjecture of covering, an iterative helical model where the passage from
a helix to the following should happen when the energy overcomes a certain threshold.

7.2

The covering can regard the electromass.
Expl. Starting from the linear EM field, the model is reiterable ad infinitum.
7.2.1

First covering: electromagnetic wave wrapped in a simple helix through the field E.

sB

v=c
LINEAR EM FIELD
0<Energy<δ1

7.2.2

ELECTROMASS1=EM field wrapped in a helix
δ1<Energy<δ2 (δ1=first threshold)

Second covering: helix of the electric helix of the electromagnetic wave.

sB

sB

LINEAR ELECTROMASS1
δ1<Energy<δ2

7.2.3

ELECTROMASS2=electromass1 wrapped in a helix
δ2<Energy<δ3 (δ2=second threshold)

Third covering: helix of the helix of the electric helix of the electromagnetic wave.

sB
sB
LINEAR ELECTROMASS2
δ2<Energy<δ3

ELECTROMASS3=electromass2 wrapped in a helix
δ3<Energy<δ4 (δ3=third threshold)
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7.3

The covering can regard the hypothetical magnetomass.
Expl. Starting from the linear EM field, the model is reiterable ad infinitum.
7.3.1

First covering: electromagnetic wave wrapped in a simple helix through the field B.

sE

v=c
LINEAR EM FIELD
0<Energy<δ1

7.3.2

MAGNETOMASS1=EM field wrapped in a helix
δ1<Energy<δ2 (δ1=first threshold)

Second covering: helix of the magnetic helix of the electromagnetic wave.

sE

sE

LINEAR MAGNETOMASS1
δ1<Energy<δ2

7.3.3

MAGNETOMASS2=magnetomass1 wrapped in a helix
δ2<Energy<δ3 (δ2=second threshold)

Third covering: helix of the helix of the magnetic helix of the electromagnetic wave.

sE
sE
LINEAR MAGNETOMASS2
δ2<Energy<δ3

MAGNETOMASS3=magnetomass2 wrapped in a helix
δ3<Energy<δ4 (δ3=third threshold)
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7.4

The electromagnetic field could be generated from another primordial field by covering.
Expl. In such case it would just be an intermediate in the potentially limitless chain of
successive coverings and the immediately previous field, denominated Κ, should travel at vΚ>c
(because in the helical motion the helix velocity of advance, in this case c, it is always minor
than the tangential speed vΚ ).
vΚ>c

vΚ>c
vEM=c

LINEAR FIELD Κ
Energy<δ0

EM FIELD=FIELD Κ WRAPPED IN A HELIX

δ0<Energy<δ1 (δ0=minimum electromagnetic threshold)

7.5

Violation of the matter-antimatter symmetry along time’s arrow.
Expl. Assuming valid also the negative solutions of Maxwell’s equations, for each
electromagnetic field + γ developing along time’s arrow, there must exist an equal and
temporally opposite −γ, emitted from the same source S and assuming invariant, with respect to
time, the tendency to pass from radiant energy to the helical structure, there is the formation of
ordinary matter + m at expense of antimatter −m with pasting time. Such violation of the CP
symmetry it is perfectly reversible, so that going backwards in time to a remote past the
percentage of antimatter should prevail on the ordinary matter’s:
−γ1

+ γ1

− m1

+ m1
S1

−γ2

+ γ2

− m2

+ m2
S2

−γ3

+ γ3

− m3

+ m3
S3

Prevalence of –m

−t

7.6

Prevalence of +m
Arrow of Time

+t

Calculation of the helical pitch for the electron in a hydrogen atom.
Expl. The electron velocity in an atom it is ve=αc/n, being α=fine structure constant and
n=principal quantum number. With the hydrogen atom such formula leads to: ve=2.42 106
(m/s), while the classical electron radius is: re=2.82 10-15 (m). After replacing these values in the
formula linking the particle’s radius to the pitch of the associated helix from Prop. 5.11, we get:
pe = 2π rp / [(c/vp)2−1]^(1/2) = 2π (2.82 10-15) / [(3 108/2.42 106)2−1]^(1/2) = 1,4310-16 (m/s)
Hence the ratio between the electron radius in an H atom and the pitch of the associated helix it
is: re/pe=19.71. The electronic pitch is round 1/20 of electronic radius.
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7.7

Correspondence shape-charge according to the currently available information.
Expl. By assigning the minimum charge ±1/3e to the minimal profile (stationary wave with two
wavelengths), and the charge ±2/3e to the successive profile (stationary wave with four
wavelengths), we get:
±4/3e

±e
±2/3e
Charge ±1/3e

Quarks d,s,b

7.8

Quarks u,c,t

Electron, Proton

Hypothetical Diquarks

In SOL irf the neutron is obtained by overlapping a ring protonic Ωp and electronic Ωe- .
Expl. Proton and neutron have the same charge in absolute value, thus, by Hypothesis 4.15 and
by Conjecture 7.6, their stationary waves have the same shape with six wavelengths. The
following diagram is qualitative and it has an indicative purpose only:

sB
+

=

Electron
in SOL irf

Proton in SOL irf

7.9

Neutron in SOL irf

Neutron in STL irf

In SOL irf, between neutron’s rings protonic Ωp and electronic Ωe- the radial ratio is 12,25.
Expl. According to particles’ classical description and by assuming the particles’ radius to be
equivalent with the radius of the generating waves by Prop. 5.11, the neutron composite
structure is represented by the inner electronic stationary wave interacting with the protonic
external one in order to annul the total electric field:
Ωp
Exact proportions of
neutron in SOL irf:

Ω e-
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7.10

The electromagnetic field could be the only material reality.
Expl. If matter is radiant energy, i.e. EM linear field, and mass, i.e. EM helical field based on
AR, everything but vacuum is however electromagnetic field. There are two alternatives:
7.10.1 A unique electromagnetic field could be the only material reality.
Expl. A unique photon moves in the universe, interacting only with itself but in moments that
for observers at v<c are different and therefore originated by apparently different entities. The
Lord’s pencil would be a unique EM field γ drawing the entire existing, with a continuous and
closed stroke which seems open in the limited cosmic portion observed. Let us notice how the
mass can not stop in such model, according to Prop. 5.4:

γ

7.10.2 More electromagnetic fields interacting by induction could be the only material reality.
Expl. The interaction among different photons it is a still controversial topic. If it is possible, the
EM fields can attract or repulse and they can create complex structures, by induction, similarly
to the domino effect:

1°

3°
2°

γ1
γ2
γ3
Inductive effect among different EM fields
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Complex structures formed by induction

8

CONCLUSIONS
The Absolute Relativity contemplates the literal application of the Special Relativity principle,
by which all the inertial reference frames they must be indistinguishable to prescind from their
speed (i.e. included the limit case v=c) and independently from eventual paradoxical
consequences. Therefore the interactions devoid of causality, generally permissible in SOL irf
by the atemporal condition and specifically for the electromagnetic waves, must be found also
in STL irf. That renders account of the acausal correlations already evidenced in Quantum
Mechanics and makes possible the hypothesis that the radiant energy, closed to helix by
autointeraction, generates electric or magnetic charge if it respective refolds along its own
electric or magnetic ridge.
Supporting the effectiveness of such model, consistent with particles’ spinorial description,
there is the explanation of the stable masses’ quantization, the charge conservation and its
independence from the mass it is associate with, the neutrality of some particles, the essence of
spin, the exchange mechanism between mass and radiant energy, the unreachability of both the
speed c and the immobility for the mass and the absence of magnetic monopoles.
The Minimum Energy Principle favours only those structures that diminish the total energy and
the electromagnetic helix fully respects it, by supplying an inner field inferior to the one on the
lateral surface. You may notice like it clarifies an aspect never explored from the discovery of
mass-energy equivalence: why radiation should be converted in an energetically concentrated
structure like mass, and, the still most arduous one to believe, why some particles are stable.
According to the covering hypothesis, the helical model can be imagined recursive ad infinitum
through discreet energy thresholds.
Assuming the double sign for the solutions of Maxwell equations, we get a coherent
explanation of the ordinary matter’s preponderance on antimatter that would grow along the
temporal axis, while it should invert if going backwards in time.
In the conjecture, finally, than photons they can interact each other, it is plausible the existence
of an induction that would lead more electromagnetic waves to behave in a similar way for
mutual influence like domino effect.
The causality violation it allows a reformulation of Newton’s third law of motion in order to
contemplate the reciprocity. The principle consists in the possibility to substitute subject (cause)
and direct object (effect) within a well-formulated proposition by keeping unchanged its
effectiveness in terms of physical description. A first interesting consequence resides in a
double sense interpretation of Einstein field equations Gµν=kTµν, by which it is true both that a
mass creates a curving space-time around it and, on the contrary, that a curving space-time
creates mass inside. Furthermore, applied to space-time the reciprocity supports time’s
tridimensional essence and the necessity of a source tensor 6x6.
The AR makes possible a unitary description of reality based on the single electromagnetic field
in its twofold morphology linear at v=c and helical at v<c, but it opens also the perspective on
currently unknown sceneries, where the matter is only the intermediate ring of a long, or even
limitless, chain of successive helical evolutions by FTL fields of force.
To the probable objections that the proposed model is too much simplistic, not contemplating
the possibility of interactions different from those electromagnetic or gravitational (e.g. colour
forces), and that the 6d space-time has been too briefly described, one sends back to the paper
General Relativity Extension (Academic Lecture by Cosmopolitan University, 2009). It
demonstrates time’s three-dimensionality through a diode-photodiode ideal experiment and
proposes a new space-time’s supersymmetry, so that the variety of the perceived interactions
does not depend on numerous sources of field, but from the manifestation of the same energetic
tensor 6x6 in an esadimensional frame. For the eventual accusation of having neglected the
problem of the neutrino, not to have mentioned the missing mass or having taken for granted
the arrow of time, it is remembered that such topics have been deepened in the paper Special
Relativity Extension (Academic Lecture by Cosmopolitan University, 2009).
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